AUDITORY HYPERSENSITIVITY IN CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS WITH AUTISTIC SPECTRUM DISORDER
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ABSTRACT - Objective: To verify if the clinical behavior of auditory hypersensitivity, reported in interviews with parents/caregivers and therapists/teachers of 46 children and teenagers suffering from autistic spectrum disorder, correspond to audiological findings. Method: The clinical diagnosis for auditory hypersensitivity was investigated by means of an interview. Subsequently, a test of the acoustic stapedial reflex was conducted, and responses to intense acoustic stimulus in open field were observed. Results: Of the 46 subjects, 11 (23.9%) were clinically diagnosed as oversensitive to sound and only 2 showed discomfort when exposed to intense acoustic stimulus in open field. There was no statistically significant difference for the test of the ipsilateral acoustic stapedial reflex between the groups. Conclusion: Behavioral manifestations to sounds are not associated to hypersensitivity of the auditory pathways, but instead these are associated to difficulties in the upper processing, involving systems that usually are impaired in autistic spectrum patients, such as the limbic system.
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Phonophobia may appear in three ways: hyperacusis, phonophobia, and increased dysacusis. The pathogenesis of auditory hypersensitivity is still unknown, with several potential causes existing.

Autistic individuals are hard to evaluate by means of subjective tests. The clinical use of otoacoustic emissions in autistic children is a non-invasive objective method, which is accurate in respect to the level of stimulation and frequency aimed in assessing the peripheral auditory system in patients presenting unusual responses to audiometric procedures as a consequence of their behavioral and interactive characteristics. The study of the acoustic stapedial reflex is also suitable for hard-to-test patients, as it leads to objective results. The loudness discomfort level test is used as an audiologic test to detect hypersensitivity, since it is a method usually utilized to determine the level of tolerance to intense sound.

The purpose of this study was to verify if the clinical behavior of auditory hypersensitivity, reported in interviews with parents/caregivers and therapists/teachers of children and teenagers with autistic spectrum disorder, corresponds to the audiologic findings (test of acoustic stapedial reflex and observed responses to intense acoustic stimulus in open field) and ascertain, if other types of stimuli lead to oversensitive responses as well.

**METHOD**

*Population under study* - Children and teenagers with autistic spectrum disorder, who regularly came for clinical care at the IPA Clinic; clinical and pedagogical care at Teach Novo Horizonte Center, at Kinder and CADEP’s Autism Nucleus; and pedagogical assistance at Lucena Borges Municipal School. The subjects of this population were subjected to clinical and/or pedagogical follow-up at the institutions they belonged to. Inclusion criteria - every child and teenager at ages ranging from 5 to 20 years who attended the aforementioned institutions and fit in the autistic spectrum disorder according to DSM IV criteria. Exclusion criteria - children and teenagers with autistic spectrum disorder whose parents didn’t sign the consent form; those whose audiological evaluation showed signs indicative of hearing loss; and those who didn’t complete all evaluations.

Data collection was carried out by examination procedures. All children and teenagers in the sample were evaluated by the assistant neurologist, who in agreement with the therapist confirmed the autistic spectrum disorder diagnosis. After confirmation of the diagnosis, the children and teenagers were evaluated by the same phonaudiologist at IPA Clinic, specialized in audiology, with the purpose of excluding the ones suffering from hearing loss and evaluating the audiological findings. Distortion-product otoacoustic emissions were carried out in an acoustic booth, with internal noise lower than 30dB, using the Hort Mann-Neuro-Otometrie software (made in the USA), connected to an Amdis-OEA software and a microphone-probe, which is inserted into the external acoustic meatus by means of a flexible rubber (used to seal the external acoustic meatus). For the measurements of acoustic immittance, the Impedance Audiometer AT22 t (Interacoustics, Germany) was used, and the acoustic stapedial reflexes were studied at frequencies of 500Hz, 1000Hz, 2000Hz and 4000Hz in both ears, with final recording at dBNPS. For the study of observed responses to intense acoustic stimulus in open field, the Clinical Audiometer AC30 (Interacoustics, Germany) was used. The acoustic stimulus used was a warble at a 90dB mean intensity, between frequencies of 500Hz to 6000Hz, conducted in an acoustic booth, in which the stimulus was emitted by an Interaudio 1000XL speaker (made in Ireland). All equipment was properly calibrated.

The diagnosis for auditory hypersensitivity, by means of the clinical characteristics for this event, was investigated using an interview with parents/caregivers and the procedure for auditory hypersensitivity aimed at therapists/teachers, which were conducted in the clinical-therapeutic setting of every child. The work was overseen by the supervisor and co-supervisor.

The statistic program used for the analyses was SPSS (version 11.0). Analyses of frequency were performed, the mean and standard-deviation were calculated, and Fisher’s exact test and the Kappa coefficient were used. The estimated rates of hypersensitivity were achieved by the calculation of the 95% confidence interval. The significance level was set at 5% (α=0.05).

**Ethic aspects** - The responsible for the institutions involved in the study signed a consent form. The parents and/or responsible were properly enlightened as to the study goals, and only the cases in which these signed informed consent form were included. This project was approved by the IPA College Ethics Committee and by the Committee of Research and Ethics in Health of Hospital de Clínicas de Porto Alegre.

**RESULTS**

The data from 46 children and teenagers with autistic spectrum disorder that attended different institutions in Porto Alegre were analyzed. Of these, 39 (84.8%) were males. Ages range was 5 to 19 years (mean age 10.85 years). As regards therapeutic support, 30 (65.2%) were undergoing phonaudiological treatment, 8 (17.4%) physiotherapeutic treatment, 3 (6.5%) psychological treatment, 4 (8.7%) psychiatric treatment, 12 (26.1%)
Table 1. Presence of hypersensitivity in 46 Autistic patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>95%CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sound</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>13.1 – 39.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.4 – 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touch</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>13.1 – 39.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CI, confidence interval.

Table 2. Correlation between sensoriperceptual abnormalities in 46 autistic patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>sound</th>
<th>light</th>
<th>touch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>CI95%</td>
<td>CI95%</td>
<td>CI95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value-p</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value-p</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval.

occupational therapy, and 5 (10.9%) were undergoing other types of treatment.

As for hypersensitivity, 11 were oversensitive to sound, 6 oversensitive to light, and 11 oversensitive to touch (Table 1). In this sample, there was a report on insensitivity to pain in 19 cases (41.3%).

Seeking a correlation between the different types of sensoriperceptual abnormalities, no correlation of hypersensitivity to sound with the other types of hypersensitivity was observed (Table 2). Only a correlation between abnormal response to light and touch occurred.

Of the 46 subjects, 11 (23.9%) are literate, and 28 (60.9%) possess verbal language. Of the 11 literate subjects, 4 (36.4%) are oversensitive to sound, while among the 35 illiterate, 7 (20.0%) are oversensitive to sound. Of the 28 presenting verbal language, 8 (28.6%) are oversensitive to sound, and of the 18 without verbal language, 3 (16.7%) are oversensitive to the same stimulus.

Among the 11 oversensitive to sound, 2 (18.2%) demonstrated discomfort when exposed to intense acoustic stimulus in open field; however, of the 35 remaining, none demonstrated a discomfort response. Such findings show a borderline significance (p=0.053). Of the 11 subjects that were oversensitive to sound, 10 (91%) showed the associated motions of putting their hands on the ears, and of the 35 non-oversensitive, only 2 (5.7%) performed this movement (p<0.001).

The results from the ipsilateral acoustic stapedial reflex test are shown in Table 3.

**DISCUSSION**

There was been several reports highlighting abnormal responses to sensoriperceptual stimuli, such as visual, tactile, smell-related, taste-related and, most notably, auditory stimuli. The findings from our study showed a prevalence of hypersensitivity to sound and touch. Regarding the auditory aspect, the rate of hypersensitivity to sound disclosed in this study was 23.9%, considering this a clinical characteristic described by parents/care-givers and therapists/teachers. This result is in agreement with the findings of literature that use the clinical method as being a common feature to children and teenagers with autistic spectrum disorder ranging from 15% to 40%. Although these results are widely mentioned, few studies are concerned to reporting rates.

Of the 11 children and teenagers clinically diagnosed as hypersensitive to sound, only 2 showed discomfort when exposed to intense acoustic stimulus in open field (90dB - warble). The statistic significance for this datum was borderline. The only study available for discussion was the one that identified 18% as oversensitive to a 70db click stimulus. The borderline significance suggests that perhaps this difference really may be achieved in a larger number of cases. The observation of behavioral responses to intense acoustic stimulus in open field was the method used to determine the tolerance to the respective stimulus, since the use of the loudness discomfort level test is not feasible in autistic patients as it demands patient collaboration.

In this study, there was no difference between the 2 groups studied when the results from the test of the ipsilateral acoustic stapedial reflex were analyzed. The studies dealing with hypersensitivity to sound in children and teenagers with autistic spectrum disorder suggest that there is some difference between patients and controls, but the authors themselves point out to the fact that the difference is not significant. It urges to underscore the importance of this test for autistic children and teenagers, as it is an objective test indicated...
for patients that usually are hardly to be tested. The use of the acoustic stapedial reflex test for hyperacusic patients, when differentiating these from the ones with phonophobia, has been criticized. Hyperacuse is an abnormal response that occurs in the auditory pathways as a result from exposure to a certain sound level, which causes reduction in the tolerance thereof, whereas phonophobia is an abnormal response from the limbic and autonomic systems, without auditory abnormality, but originating from an increase in the connections between the auditory and limbic systems16.

Usually the emotional factor can magnify the global stimulation and cause, in some person, an enhancement in the perception of visual, auditory, smell and/or painful stimuli. Hypersensitivity involves the limbic system, and this system usually shows abnormalities in autistic subjects. When a sound elicits abnormal responses, the result is the establishment of a subconscious reflex response with automatic and invariable activation of the limbic and autonomic nervous systems. With respect to the pathophysiological mechanism of hearing, the conscious perception of sound occurs only when the stimulus reaches the auditory cortex; however, the perception of intensity is not defined by sound intensity, but also by its meaning and associations15,30.

The correlation observed between hypersensitivity to sound and the motions of placing the hands on the ears may result from the stimulation of the autonomic nervous system and the triggering of protective reflexes. There is a link between perceptual abnormalities and behaviors of stereotypy, fixations, and obsessions9.

The results from this study show that the behavioral manifestations to sounds are not associated to hypersensitivity of the auditory pathways, but rather to difficulties in the upper processing at the level of the cerebral cortex, involving systems that usually are impaired in autistic spectrum patients, such as the limbic system. Identical results occur with other changes in sensitivity and their associated behaviors, as fear and reality distortions, which are complex interactions originated from upper processings, instead of specific hypersensitive pathways.
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